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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the Chinese and American landscape architecture education, typically in
Beijing Forestry University (China) and Rhode Island School of Design (USA). By relecting back
to author’s graduate and undergraduate study in landscape architecture in these two schools, this
thesis provides a view of an observer and outsider instead of an experiencer and insider to look
through the teaching and learning in landscape architecture. Through the voice from students and
academia in both schools, this thesis functions as a platform sharing the learning and teaching
experience, providing a cross-culture access to other people’s experience and as a chatbox for
the landscape architecture educators, students and the author to rethink, re-evaluate the teaching
and learning in landscape architecture.
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Introduction
Methodology
Scope and Limitation

Methodology

This is predominately a qualitative and descriptive study and a process of seeking the answer to
my thesis questions through interview and literature review. The main research methods are as
following:

Case studies of landscape architecture programs help to draw a relatively thorough image
of the setting of landscape architecture education system in different institutions and cultures.
The cases are selected, based on my education background and learning experience, within two
institutions Beijing Forestry University and Rhode Island School of Design.

History studies of landscape architecture education set up a fundamental knowledge and
idea of the background of the development of the subject and discipline, which help to have a
better understanding of the current landscape architecture education. The historical inluences to
the contemporary landscape architecture education are analyzed.

Curriculum descriptions from the Institution’s websites are the sources for making comparison
of the curriculum settings of different programs. The following aspects are considered for
research: curriculum settings, numbers of the enrollment for each year, the number of the
programs in each institution, the length of the program, the reference they use for curriculums,
faculty members, etc.
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Identifying the landscape architecture accreditation board for each culture (For example in
the United States it is the ASLA). List the council for educators in Landscape Architecture and
their list of resources. This is a view of a group of people who are outsiders of the education
system, and closely relative to and connected to the settings, and providing objective assessment
and feedbacks.

Interviewing landscape architects, academics, and/or professionals, for insights and
attitudes about the current landscape architecture education system and current status of
industry. Interviewing students about their learning experiences in different institutions and
different cultures. These are a group of people who are within the landscape architecture
education system and could provide some individual subjective opinions and feelings of a speciic
program.

Documenting and photographing landscape architecture workshop and education
environment. Recording the teaching and learning process during the landscape architecture
workshop keeping the moments and the details of the interaction between instructors and
students, the working environments, facilities. Using visual details as evidences to support the
analysis of the difference of the landscape architecture pedagogy in different culture background.

There are many landscape architecture programs in England, Australia, Canada, and many
European countries. Many of them differ from each other. The research slightly cover some
general information of them, but not digging into them. However, the same method and aspects in
the case study for the selected programs could be applied to the further research and analysis for
any other institutions if interested.
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Scope & Limitation

The number of the cases of the institutions and the number of the countries of the institutions
are limited, because of the time limitation and the focus of this research. The content is not only
a comparison of the courses in different institutions, but also involve my experience and thinking
of the current landscape architecture education in both schools and a collection of thoughts from
educators and students in Chinese and American cultures. Based on my experiences of the
undergraduate study in landscape architecture in China and graduate study in America, I chose
two institutions I was educated in, Beijing Forestry University (BFU) in China and Rhode Island
School of Design (RISD) in America, as two main cases to explore. These would be a slight
touch within the larger content, serving as a point to reach out of the limitation and provide some
possibilities for thinking and further exploration.
The interviewees are selected as sample for each category of people (educators/students in
BFU, educators/students in RISD, educators/students with cross-culture experiences). Because
this thesis is not covering a large number of people’s opinions and feedback, the results have
some limitation of the individual specialization. However, the methodology and the process are
referable for the further exploration. The questions in the interviews are limited and reined over
the process, to cover speciic issues and information above general topics. The reining and
interviewing process also helped me to generate new ideas for development in my writing and
research.
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Voyage, Ink Drawing, by Chenge Gao

Chapter I

Memoir

Situate the study within my own memoir my own journey to
become a landscape architect.
.
Milestones
Why did I choose Landscape Architecture?
Journey to This Point In Landscape Architecture Education
Creating a Platform for Dialogues

Memoir

Milestones

My growth is formed by each set of milestones and a summary of each period of time. The end of
each period is the transitional point of life. The event and experience that causes the transition,
always beneits me a lot, and also reshapes me in a certain way. When I look back and rethink
about the past experiences, they are the steps leading me to different directions and platforms,
and qualitatively rise up relections and questions about the related facts. The questions drive me
to pursue a new experience and try to ind solutions and answers from it. The one year MA in Art
+ Design Education study is one of the important times to look back and move on.

Why did I Choose Landscape Architecture?

Up to now, the great impact brought by the fairyland-like garden—the Humble Administrator’s
Garden in Suzhou still lingered on my heart. I can still remember clearly, when I was 7, I was
exposed to the beautiful scenery of the Humble Administrator’s Garden, exploring the pavilions,
terraces and towers surrounding me. Even though I was too young to have any idea of the space
that related to the word “sublime” which is discussed during landscape architecture theory course
during my master’s degree, I still enjoy the feeling of the mysterious and the power of the space
and phenomenon.
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When I was 16, standing in front of the Palace of Versailles, feeling the visual impact brought by
its magniicent buildings and its gorgeous landscape design. The environment is totally different
from what I experienced in Chinese traditional garden, or standing at the top of the Yellow
mountain. It is the landscape that helps to form the context, brings us different spatial experience
and inluence people’s perception of space.

The moments with different backgrounds like river, mountains, volcanoes and oceans form my
memory of my childhood. It is a way that I get close to and talk with the nature, and makes me
think that everything is derived from this random, varied and dynamic environment and we are
part of it.

With the inluence of my family, the sensitive feeling of the beauty of art and nature bring me
a good habit of catching the details and moments of life, appreciating them and viewing them
signiicantly and sometimes differently. My father, an artist and designer, provide me more
opportunities than most of the peers around me to enjoy the artistic atmosphere and participate
in art and design exhibition visits. It was fun wandering around the different perspectives of
interpretations and illustrations of beauty.

As I soaked into art and design, Ieoh Ming Pei, a Chinese-American architect, quickly became my
most admired architect in my childhood. The uniformity of the design language and the delicacy of
the details and the spirit of the concept fascinated me, especially the Louvre Pyramid and Suzhou
Museum. Both of them are the symbolic feature of a culture, and a landmark of a city. They are
all successfully situated in a carefully thought and designed context, even though a lot of critics
and discussions are raised by the design. In some way, the discussion also highlights the crucial
status and signiicance of the context and landscape architecture. The work and the sharp topics
related to him and his works drove me to pursue the dream of becoming a designer. At that time,
a seed is in my mind that designers are a group of people that create better life for the public.
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Different from architect, a landscape architect focuses on a larger context and provides a broader
space that engages people into it. Sometimes people are hardly aware they are situated in a
space that is carefully thought and designed by a group of landscape architects, however, their
perception are changed by the environment. No matter where people are, in a playground, in
a park, in a campus, or walking on the street in a city, they are in a landscape. As Laurie Olin
described, landscape is not a kind of decoration of city. On the contrary, the city is a form of
landscape, which is different from the landscape of countryside, wilderness and rural. It is a city.
And metaphorically, landscape is not a sauce that can be sprayed on the architecture and makes
it taste delicious; architecture exists within landscape architecture, like the furniture is within the
room.

Journey to This Point In Landscape Architecture Education

After I fell deeply into landscape architecture, I was enrolled into the Beijing Forestry University,
a comprehensive university in Beijing, praised as “the top university in China in the ield of
forestry, ecological environment and landscape architecture” for its high-level education system
and scientiic research. Different from the diverse and artistic environment at Rhode Island
School of Design (RISD), my graduate school in America, it was another kind of intensive
learning experience, helping me to improve my professional skills and techniques in landscape
architecture, and helping me to be prepared for practicing after graduation.

Before landscape architecture was institutionalized by the disciplined name, China has thousands
of years of history of studying Chinese classical gardens. The education, at that time, was
based on the mentorship experience and relationship structure. The skills are taught practically
but there is no theoretical and systematic structure involved. The contemporary academic
system of landscape architecture in China functions more comprehensively and considerately,
and is always on the way of exploring and optimizing. As the birthplace of modern landscape,
America is a leading role for the rest of the world in its education of landscape architecture by
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virtue of its sophisticated educational system and theoretical foundation. The diversity and the
interdisciplinary environment drove me and solidiied my goal of studying abroad.
At that time, equipped with the broad but not deep knowledge of each aspect after four
years’ undergraduate study in BFU, landscape architecture to me is still fresh and with a
lot of possibilities to explore. It is a wide range of extension and covers the interdisciplinary
characteristics of various subjects. My irst internship experience between undergraduate and
graduate study made me feel that I should explore more about the interdisciplinary ield and go
deeper and beyond the shallow spread of the knowledge.

During my study at RISD in landscape architecture’s two-year program, the cultural transition and
the language barrier at the adaptation stage made me think more about the communication and
expression of the idea, and thinking about the difference between the educational experience
in these two countries, China and America. In the design studio, individual desk critic, pinup
discussion and presentation are the time we communicate and share ideas. Sometimes, a
concept or a design solution is obvious and acceptable, during the discussion with the professor
in my own country, but is hard to be conveyed clearly without a clariication and explaining in
RISD. Different cultures and thinking patterns might be the cause of it. Nevertheless, it is a fact
and process we cannot avoid during the communication with clients who have not been educated
in landscape architecture or don’t know too much about the relevant knowledge. In order to
express our idea more clearly, we need to have more structured and solid evidences to support it.
Issues coming up through the learning experience make me start to relect on the landscape
architecture education. Design is a process where people share their ideas with one another and
beneit others. Similar to design, teaching is also a sharing process. After 5.5-years in landscape
architecture, beside practicing in the landscape architecture ield, producing works to beneit
people, nature, and society, I am willing to share experiences, skills and ideas with others. Art and
design education is the key to sharing in a qualitative manner.
Memoir | 11

MA in Art + Design Education program offered in Teaching + Learning in Art + Design Department
in RISD is an ideal combination of art, design, education, and professional practice in context. It
provides me a lexible platform to keep exploring the interdisciplinary approach and experience
more in both theory and practices, while at the same time, learn how to systematically and
methodically share my knowledge, ideas, and skills with others.

Creating a Platform for Dialogues
Similarity between the experience in two institutions is that the intention and subjectives of
teaching and learning is not well deined or not ideally understood by both educators and
students. Sometimes without knowing the destination and intention is a way to keep the curiosity
and the unexpected, however, sometimes it may lead to ineficiency and confusion. In general,
it is always helpful to have and a brief idea before being involved into a new environment. The
information can help one to quickly engage in the new community and educational context.

Every year during the period when the results of the enrollment are announced, Chinese
landscape architecture students contact me to ask for information about my past learning
experience. They are eager to have an image of the learning process and have a better guide for
the coming stage of study. However, before personally going through the process and involving in
the context, they usually hardly ind the crucial questions to ask or do not have a clear objective
for their further learning. It is always helpful for them to hear about the educational mission,
including the objectives of the program and curriculum settings, for information to move forward.
This is always helpful, similar to reading an instruction before using a new product. Besides,
when getting into conlicts during thinking and learning processes, instead of denying the fact of
the encounter, to seek the reason behind the appearance always help to get rid of the negative
situation and go beyond the a dead end.
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When communicating with educators, many of them wish to communicate more with students to
get feedbacks, and know more about their students learning experience, which can help them to
improve their teaching method and providing more help to students. Sometimes students may
prefer not to express their feelings and feedback directly to the educator, which blocks the path to
move forward for both students and educator.

Studying in Art + Design Education program provided me an chance to think out-of-the-box
about the content of the landscape architecture education, and to consider the relationship and
connections among the educational system, and people who are engaged in the system. The
purpose of this thesis is to provide a resource, a platform and an opportunity to create a dialogue
between educators and students in landscape architecture. For myself, it is a working process to
relect and know more about the art and design education practice in landscape architecture in a
different view. For educators, it provides some cross-culture information within the ield, and the
feelings and experience shared by students in this digital age, which could be a resource to help
to relect the teaching practice. For students, it offers the original thoughts from educators, and
peers from different cultures and institutions, which could broaden the view, revalue and give a
better meaning to the learning process.
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Invasion, Installation,
Photography courtesy of Chenge Gao.

Chapter II

Introduction to Landscape Architecture

Provide a brief overview of landscape architecture education

The Characteristics of the Discipline of Landscape Architecture
American Landscape Architecture Discipline Construction
Chinese Landscape Architecture Discipline Construction

The Characteristics of the Discipline of Landscape Architecture

The interdisciplinary character of the landscape architecture determine the character and the
specialty of the landscape architecture education. For the broad-based course of study in
landscape architecture curriculum, various resources and ields are related to it, such as the
gardening, soil, natural resources, environmental science, architecture, city planning, and art.
Because the time limitation of each program, it is a challenge to balance the value of each course
to the overall education, and integrate them into a well-organized curriculum setting which can
meet the need of every learner. As a discipline, it has various potential subbranches for students
to explore. Considering the broadness and the richness of the subject, landscape architecture is a
life long learning process.

In order to do better in landscape architecture ield, it requires the landscape architect roughly
cover the knowledge of various ields. The limited knowledge and skill would inluence the
thinking depth and the broadness, and inally inluence the outcome of the design and the entire
project. What again comes back to the character of landscape architecture project usually involve
a diverse group of people who can make up the most well-balanced and thorough decisions and
proposals.

In the large scale, landscape can function as a system of inluence to the economy, ecology and
politics in a region. When interacting with other rising technologies and new policies, landscape
architecture plays a role of coordinator and a platform, to support the structure of the city such
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as infrastructures, ecology to change and beneit people’s life and push the development of the
technology and city. It also integrates different professions together, providing a platform and help
them to reach the maximum value.

However, landscape architecture design is like playing a game with rules or dancing with chains.
We can never do whatever we want. We need to consider the desire of our clients, meet the
need of the market, and the political, economical and social environment. Those inluencing
factors also vary in different cultures. So a designer can not be formed by a certain educational
system. Students are dynamic independent individuals. Flexible characteristics can help them
to it in different situation, meet the need of various markets and clients in different culture and
environment, and also increase the diversity of the practice.

In China, there are three kinds of institutions offering landscape architecture program: the
agriculture and forestry institution, the art and design institution, the architecture and engineering
institution. For the agriculture and forestry branch, they have a focus on and related courses
about planting and botany. For school of art and design, they focus more on representation
and aesthetics than other branches. For school of architecture and engineering, they pay a lot
attention to the logic and structures. Due to the historical reason, they all have their academic
speciicity.
In America, the education network is a crucial trace of ideological trend and style in the ield.
A successful educator always inluences a group of students who become up-rising excellent
designers few years later. Then they will inluence the next generation of designers. The
academic environment and characteristic of each institution are largely inluenced and relies on
the ideological trend of thoughts of the group of educators. These aspects become the strength
of students who graduate from a certain institution and support students to be it in different
positions of practice.
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American Landscape Architecture Discipline Construction

1828

Andrew Jackson Downing

PEOPLE

DEVELOPMENT

1841

Term “Landscape
Architecture Appeared,
irst used by Gilbert Laing
Meason.

Landscape architecture
was used as the subject
of a chapter in the
theorist Andrew Jackson
Downing’s book A Treatise
on the Theory and
Practice of Landscape
Gardening, Adapted to
North America.
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1863

Frederick Law Olmsted
and Calvert Vaux

Use the term to describe
the whole professional
task of designing a
composition of planting,
landform, water, paving
and other structures.
Adopted ‘landscape
architect’ as a
professional title and used
it to describe their work
for the planning of urban
park systems.

1900

F. L. Olm

Bachelor of S
Degree in Lan
Architecture

Harvard Uni

0

msted. Jr

Science
ndscape
in GSD,
iversity

1908-1909

Warren Manning

Master of Landscape
Architecture in GSD,
Harvard University

Mid-20th

Garrett Eckbo
Dan Kiley

Their work is represented
by a shift away from what
might be termed the
"Wild Garden" aesthetic
of earlier landscape
architects inluenced by
Romantic Naturalism, and
toward a more spare and
rectilinear aesthetic.

1980s and 1990s

Mid-1990s

Martha Schwartz
Peter Walker
Michael Van Valkenburgh

Moved the discipline
beyond its roots in High
Modernism

Landscape Urbanism,
a term that attempts to
merge urban design,
infrastructure design and
landscape.
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Chinese Landscape Architecture Discipline Construction
1951—1964

1965—1978

PRIMARY DEVELOPMENT

LOW EBB

1979-1

RECOVERING AN

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Stage 6

1951—1957

1958—1964

1965—1973

1974—1978

1979—1985

1986—1992

Beijing Agriculture

The development
of the subject was
greatly inluenced
by the Great Leap
Movement in the
second half year
of 1958. Many
schools in China
launch the major
related to gardening,
landscape design,
urban planning or
forestry. The Urban
and Residential
Greening Major in
Beijing College of
Forestry changed its
name to Landscape
Architecture/

The Ministry of
Forestry formally
announced the
cancellation of
the Landscape
Architecture major,
suspended the
development of the
entire discipline, and
had an educational
revolution. All the
faculty in Gardening
are deployed to the
forestry department,
and merged to keep
the faculties as a
group. Gardening was
no longer a title of a
subject, it became a

Beijing College of
Forestry restored the
Gardening major.
After the recovery of
National University
Entrance Exam, in
1977, the school
enrolled graduate
and undergraduate
student by the
national wide
examination system
from 1978.

The Architecture
Department in Tongji
University launched
the gardening and
greening major.
More schools
started to establish
the Gardening
department. From
1980, Beijing
College of Forestry
started to educate
students in two
directions, Planting
and Planning. In
the same year, the

After the ren
of the Catal
Subjects in
the gardenin
divided into
majors: Gar
Ornamental
Horticulture
and Landsc
Architecture
Landscape
architecture
expand from
of Agricultur
Horticulture
of Architectu

Gardening.

sub-major under the
forestry.

National Ministry
of Forestry divided
the subject into two
sub-majors. In 1984,
the irst department
named by Landscape
Architecture was
found in the Urban

of the lands
architecture
programs ch
their name i
Tourism Ma

University and
Tsinghua University
established the
“Garden Design
Group” 1951
1951/08, Afiliated
to Beijing College of
Forestry, and named
Urban and Residential
Greening Major.

Development
Department in Wuhan
University. In 1985,
the gardening and
greening major in
Tongji University
changed the name
into Landscape
Architecture.
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1998

ND GROWTH

2

newal
logue of
1987,
ng was
three
rdening,
l
e,
cape
e.

e started to
m schools
re and
e to schools
ure. Some

scape
e major
hanged
into
anagement.

1999—2005

2006—Present

FAST DEVELOPMENT AND

IMPROVEMENT AND GROWTH

SPREADING
Stage 7

Stage 8

Stage 9

Stage 10

Stage 11

1993—1998

1999—2002

2003—2005

2006—2012

2013—Present

With the fast
economic
development in
China, there was a
huge increase of the
number of schools
opening landscape
architecture program.

With the implement of
the new Catalogue of
Subjects, Landscape
Architecture
and Ornamental
Horticulture are
combined into
the landscape
architecture
discipline. A large
number of schools
started to expand the
enrollment.

Landscape
architecture started to
develop into different

Institutions
and academia
in landscape
architecture worked
on combining,
unifying and
organizing the
sub-disciplines
of landscape
architecture,
and successfully
applied landscape
architecture as the
irst-class discipline
in 2011. The degree
programs of master
of landscape
architecture and
doctor of landscape
architecture are

Solving the existed
challenges and
problems and
increase the
international
exchange and
communication.

branches, and have
a larger impact on
related disciplines.

offered in the
following years.

1. Information of Development are referred to: Lin Guangsi, The Summary and Phases of Landscape
Architecture Education in China. Landscape Architecture, Feb. 2005, Page 92.
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Chapter III

Case Study

Focusing on a comparative study of two landscape architecture programs

Enrollment
Facilities and Resources
Academic Environment

CASE STUDY

In this chapter, following the chronological experience of the landscape architecture study, the
comparative case study was conducted in three sections:

• Enrollment, for students which is the threshold when they step into a new stage of study, and
for educators a channel to obtain qualiied students to maintain a certain educational standard,
expectation and results;
• Facilities and Resources, the supporting environment to enhance the education quality and
experience;
• Academic Environment, the core of the education, including curriculum setting, faculty,
experimental pedagogy.
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Enrollment

Facing the different student recourses with various backgrounds and goals of pursuing landscape
architecture education in a certain stage, Chinese and American institutions have different
enrollment mechanisms.

Rhode Island School of Design (RISD)
In Rhode Island School of Design, there is no undergraduate program in landscape architecture.
Students are enrolled by the application like other American graduate schools and programs.
The graduate program of landscape architecture also opens the door to students with various
backgrounds, which increases the possibility of the interdisciplinary communication and
collaboration.

The enrollment of Master of Landscape Architecture in America are more inclusiveness than
Chinese enrollment. They consider the potential creative working and thinking ability of the
candidates besides the professional skills. This way of enrollment provides the opportunity for
students having different backgrounds to seek the development in landscape architecture, and
bring diversity to the class and the discipline.

Beijing Forestry University (BFU)
Undergraduate
In Beijing Forestry University, undergraduate students are selected through the national entrance
examination. Students who meet the grade requirements and have a desire to pursue landscape
architecture in undergraduate study can be enrolled. The art and design background and related
works are not required. Students, selected by the entrance examination to university, are with
science background. Most of them are lacking art and design training. However, to learn
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landscape architecture, it is better if students have a fundamental training and knowledge of art
and design. The sense of art and design usually accumulated through time, inluences a lot to
their design. Since landscape architecture, in some extend, is related to aesthetics and creativity.
Students with this kind of gift or aptitude will stand out. A strong sensibility in the form and space
are also valuable ability for landscape architects.

For the current student sources, however, there are not a lot people who have this kind of
attainment. Only four or ive out of a class (thirty to forty students) would show strength in art
and design. The differentiation makes the rest of the students feel pressure, because it is not
an ability they can catch up with within a short period of time. Though students can engage
in various related works in practice after graduation, the main goal of the current education
in Beijing Forestry University is to train the student to become qualiied landscape architects,
designers, senior engineering and technical personnel in landscape architect.2 In consequence,
even though students graduated from BFU are well appreciated during the practice and further
education, the ideal teaching objectives are hardly achieved. When mentioning this issue, Xiao
Feng, the associate professor in Beijing Forestry University, said, “we always think about how
to balance the problem. For now, we have a clear teaching objectives, process and method of
cultivating students for becoming a better designer, however, not all the students are aim to, or
suitable to become a designer after graduation. It would be ideal if there is an additional test
for art and design, and most of the students enrolled are having a strong background in art and
design. However, for now the Chinese national examination system do not have a permission
for engineering degree including architecture to have one. Though there are various problems,
everything real is rational.3” Facing the large population and the strict enrollment system set up
by the National Department of Education. There are some conlicts between the speciicity of the

2. Li Xiong, Research and Practice of the Undergraduate Teaching System Reform of Landscape Architecture Specialty,
Beijing Forestry University. Topic of the Issue: LA Education and Practice. China Academic Journal of Landscape
Architecture. Dec. 15th, 2017. Pp, 2.
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landscape architecture subject and the larger education system. In BFU, for the ifteen percent
of talented students, the learning environment in school is not competitive enough to push them
forward eficiently; at the same time, the rest of the students have a hard time struggling through
their short points.

Graduate

Graduate students are enrolled by the graduate level entrance examination. The undergraduate
level of professional knowledge and skills are strictly required. The examination covers history,
theory, design, freehand drawing, English and policy. It requires the students to have a solid
fundamental knowledge of landscape architecture to support the further study in the master
program. This kind of enrollment method is a huge barrier and challenge for students who want to
transfer into the major for their graduate study, however, in some extent it guarantees the quality
of the student resource. This kind of standardized enrollment seems a relatively fair selecting
process. However, strict standards hold back the diversity, personality and creativity.

Comparison and Relection

When students facing the chose of pursing a higher education, most of the students in China
are tend to choose the same or related major as the undergraduate for their graduate study.
However, a lot of American students pursue different ields during two stages. This evidence is
quite related to the different program settings and educational context, however, mostly related to
different personal values and outlook of life in these two nations. For Chinese, there is a tendency
of choosing the most direct path to reach a higher proit. However, the American more like to

3. Interview with Feng Xiao, associate professor in Beijing Forestry University (personal communication, Dec. 30th, 2016)
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choose the direction based on the personal interest and individuality.

In order to provide an equal chance for students with different backgrounds and goals. Setting
up a lexible enrollment mechanism with several standards facing different groups or special
backgrounds and personal conditions would provide more possibilities for the institution to
get more elites enrolled, and create diversity for the discipline. At the same time, a review of
considering the objectives in pursuing education shows it provides a better chance for students
who have a clear goal and abilities, but without enough professional background to get enrolled.
Providing a personal statement, or an video essay, like American institutions usually do, works
well for this goal. Letters and videos are the media for communication between educators and
students before meeting each other.

The School of Management in Fudan University has a standard for people with different years
of working experiences. Practical experiences can compensate for the lacking of language skills
(considering the English examination), and a relatively low test score.4 This group of people with
rich working experiences will also be an educational resource among students. What’s more,
a discipline guide or academic development tutorial for students before application is helpful.
Students can have a better idea of the interested disciplines, and pick the college or school based
on the focus and direction of the program, instead of largely affected by the fame of the institution.

Considering the large number of enrollment each year, reading all the statements and having
a lexible enrollment mechanism as American’s, in some extend, is not practical for China now.
However, with the changes in technology and having the lacking points in mind, the education
system could possibly strike an average to balance the supply and demand.

4. Xiongwen Lu, Speaking at Penn Wharton China Summit, Apr. 16th, 2017
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RISD Landscape Architecture & Architecture Building (BAYARD EWING BUILDING). Photography from RISD Academic Affairs.
BFU Xueyan Building. Photography from jjc.bjfu.edu.cn.
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Facilities and Resources

Facilities and resources are the hardware for the institution which indirectly shows the inancial
strength and the social inluence, and also create diversity and support for the academic
community. The management of the facilities and resources can largely inluence the learning
experience and the potential for communication, creativity and break-throughs.
Rhode Island School of Design (RISD)
In landscape architecture department there are approximately 45 graduate students and 20-some
faculty members, offering a very hands-on experience with a low student-teacher ratio and a lot
of intellectual exchange in the studio.5 In order to meet the need of students in different majors
and provide a good platform for creativity and renovation, RISD departments are equipped with a
number of resources, including Co-works, computer labs, wood shops, sound studios, etc. School
buildings are located in the center area of the city with a opening campus, which takes great
advantages of the resources in the city, Providence. Almost all the resources in every department
are shared and accessible to every students, such as the RISD Museum, Fleet Library, and Edna
W. Lawrence Nature Lab.

The Landscape Architecture Department is located in a historical industrial building, sharing the
same space with architecture students. The studio spaces are changed and rearranged every
5. Inspiring Community, RISD Landscape Architecture Program, http://www.risd.edu/academics/landscape-architecture/
graduate/, accessed by March 8th, 2017.
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RISD Fleet Library.
RISD Fleet Library Study Area.
Final Presentation in Landscape
Architecture Department Hall
in BFU.
Study Room in BFU Library.
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semester. Each student has its own temporarily ixed spot, which provides an opportunity for
students to communicate, collaborate and share ideas in a common studio space. The individual
studio space is convenient for desk critique, individual or small group communication. However,
there is little private space for an individual to think and work quietly. A middle scale opening
area for pinup and group discussion around the studio space is welcomed by both students and
faculties. “When there is a group pin-up or gathering talk, a more open space would be ideal,”
said by Adam Anderson, an adjunct faculty in RISD.

In the academic year of 2017, the arrangement of the studio space were changed. In the past,
landscape architecture students shared space with architecture students. Students in different
studios and different years are separated into different studio spaces. For now, all the landscape
architecture students are located in the same loor and sharing a large space. The interdisciplinary communication between architecture students and landscape architecture students
become less. Based on the feedback from the current landscape architecture student in RISD,
the material choose and the idea of making models in architecture studio projects are always
inspiring for them to come up ideas during the making process.6

In the studio space, students treat their spot as a working station. For some of the students, they
not only inish the studio work there, they bring their works or doing their works for other courses
or elective courses in other majors to the studio space. This brings a open talk for them, and
opens a door to different ields in art and design. Sometimes, those works might become the
inspiration for their next project and potentially inluence their following works.
Beijing Forestry University (BFU)
There are ive majors in the landscape architecture department, landscape architecture,

6. Interview of the current landscape architecture student in RISD, Siyu Du, Dawei Tang, Apr. 4th, 2017.
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architecture, urban planning, gardening and ornamental horticulture, travel management.
Landscape architecture, and gardening and ornamental horticulture are ranked the top in China. It
offers undergraduate program, graduate program, Ph.D program, international program, continue
education program, postdoctoral research station. There are 3097 Students in total, within which
there are 1954 undergraduate Students, 555 graduate students, 129 doctors, and 318 on-job
postgraduates; and 131 faculties, with 1 academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering, 19
professors, 40 associate professors, 48 lecturers.

Various facilities are provided to create a convenient physical learning environment, such as the
Xueyan Building, the museum, and the library. Various spaces are offered for different classes.
For undergraduates they usually have classes in different academic buildings and classrooms.
And inishing projects and works individually and meet during the class and discussion as a
group. The communication during the working process is limited, since courses are usually
offered in lecture form and there is no large sharing space for them to work together. For graduate
students, they usually work in the advisor’s studio, which provides a better chance for group work
and communication.

The differentiations of the facilities and resources between the two institutions distinguish and
deine the characteristics of them and also further inluence on the running and functioning of the
education system.
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BFU Professor Xiong Li’s Graduate Studio Space, Photography courtesy of Chenge Gao.

RISD Studio Space at College Building, Photography courtesy of Chenge Gao.
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ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT

The curriculum settings in both schools are well considered by generations of educators and
professionals in landscape architecture ield. Along with the development of the subject and
academic practice, the setting is changed and adjusted following the education assessments
and the need of the society and market. The analysis and relection of the academic environment
in both schools are derived from the comparison between the curriculum settings, and break
up into sections of Broadness & Diversity, Duration & Proportion, Teaching & Education,
Experiment & Adjustment.

CURRICULUM SETTINGS
BJFU (Undergraduate courses for Landscape Architecture major)

YEAR 1
Semester 1

Semester 2

Fundamental of Sketching

Surveying and Remote Sensing

Fundamental of Ornamental Plant A

Surveying and Remote Sensing Practice

Landscape Architecture Studio

Morality education and Law Fundamentals

Chinese Modern History Outline

The Application Basis of Computer

Advanced Mathematics

Landscape Architecture Studio

College English

Fundamental of Ornamental Plant A Practice

Fundamental of Composition

The Ecological Landscape Planning

Cartography

Rudimentary Color Theory

Introduction to Landscape Architecture

Fundamental of Composition

Meteorology

College English

Meteorology Practice

Engineering Mechanics A

Soil Science and Land Resources

Public Service

Physical Education

Physical Education
(Elective Course)

7. Refer to Undergraduate Course Schedule of Landscape Architecture in Beijing Forestry University, 2014.
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YEAR 2
Semester 1

Semester 2

Tectonics and Structure of Building

Situation and Policy

Representation of Design

College English

College English

Landscape Architecture Studio

Management

Garden Flowers B

Introduction to Mao Zedong thoughts and Chinese

Garden Flowers B Practice

Socialism

Landscape Architecture Dendrology B

Landscape Architecture Studio

Landscape Architecture Dendrology B Practice

Career and Development Planning

Art Theory of Landscape Architecture

Situation and Policy

Fundamentals of Urban Planning

Watercolor Landscape Painting

Chinese Landscape Architecture History

Watercolor Landscape Painting Practice

Fundamentals of Marxist Philosophy

Introduction to Chinese and Foreign Art

The History of Foreign Architecture

Introduction of Human Resources Management

Landscape Ink Drawing

Physical Education Elective

Practical English for Modern Life

(Elective Course)

Physical Education
(Elective Course)

YEAR 3
Semester 1

Semester 2

Situation and Policy

Situation and Policy

Architecture of Landscape Design

Northern China General Practice I

The Green Space Planning in Urban Area A

Northern China General Practice II

Landscape Architecture Studio

Landscape Architecture Engineering

Planting Design B

Landscape Architecture Engineering Practice

The History of Western Landscape Architecture

Architecture of Landscape Design

Landscape Architecture Design

Landscape Architecture Design

The Computer Aid Design for Landscape Architecture

Landscape Architecture Studio

Cultivation and Maintenance of landscape Architecture

Physical Education

Architectural Factors in the Modern Landscape

YEAR 4
Semester 1

Semester 2

Scenic Area Planning

Thesis

Landscape Architecture Design
Landscape Architecture Studio
Southern China General Practice I
Southern China General Practice II
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RISD
There are two graduate programs: MLA I, a three-year program for students with undergraduate
degrees in ields other than landscape architecture, and MLA II, a two-year program for students
entering with accredited pre-professional degrees (BLA).
MLA I
YEAR 1
Summer
Design Foundations / Field Ecology
Fall
Design Principles (Studio)
Technology and Materials I
History of Landscape Architecture
Representation I
Wintersession
Constructed Ground Studio
Research Methods for Design
Spring
Ecology, Site, and Design Studio
Ecological Planning and Design
Issues in Landscape History
Representation II

YEAR 3
Fall
Advanced Design Studio Elective
Technology + Materials III
Theory II
Topics in Representation I (Elective)
Wintersession
Wintersession Elective
Wintersession Elective
Spring
Graduate Thesis
Professional Practice
Topics in Representation II (Elective)
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YEAR 2
Fall
Constructed Landscape Studio
Technology + Materials II
Theory I
Plants Materials
Wintersession
Wintersession Elective
Wintersession Elective
Spring
Urban System Studio
Issue in Planning and Cultural Geography
Plants and Design
Elective

MLA II
YEAR 1
Summer
Design Foundations/Field Ecology
Fall
Design Principles Studio
Theory I
Open elective
Wintersession
Constructing Ground and Research Methods for Design
Spring
Urban Systems Studio or Site/Ecology and Design Studio
Issues in Planning & Cultural Geography Seminar
Open electives

YEAR 2
Fall
Advanced Design Studio Elective
Theory II
Open elective
Wintersession
Open elective
Spring
Principles of Professional Practice
Graduate Thesis
Open elective

8. RISD Landscape Architecture Program Curriculum Description, http://www.risd.edu/academics/landscape-architecture/
graduate/, accessed by March 10th, 2017.
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BREADTH & DIVERSITY

At the early stage of the study or in a new environment, it is better to have an open mind, keep
curiosity alive and develop an attitude of acceptance, take as much various opinions as possible,
and think creatively. The experience and thoughts would eventually form a personal value and
understanding.

As to the current educational system in China, since a larger proportion of the population have
the chance to get access to collegiate education, the undergraduate education is more like a
compulsory education instead of a elite education. The broad-coverage setting of the curriculum
system its characteristics of the discipline and the subjectives of the undergraduate pedagogy
as the fundamental education for landscape architecture which provides more possibilities for
students’ further development.

For the landscape architecture education in BFU, the courses are well considered and arranged
within four years, eight rich semesters for students during the undergraduate study. The
curriculum lays a good foundation for the students graduating from high school and don’t know
too much or don’t know professionally about landscape architecture. It covers almost every
aspect a landscape architect needs to know technically, such as technique drawings, plantings,
engineering, site survey and mapping. Besides those, they are supported by the literature and
history classes, which give students rich background information and theoretical sources.

“As you know, there is a broad coverage of courses in landscape architecture. However, we still think the coverage
is not enough, because landscape architecture is such a broad ield. In fact, the current curriculum setting has
almost reached the balance within the four-year undergraduate study program. The core issue for now is the current
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curriculum setting is aim to cultivate good designers, instead of providing a fundamental platform for students to
pursue what they are good at and interested in,” said by Xiao Feng.9

The large coverage of the courses provide basic knowledge within landscape architecture and of
ields related to landscape architecture which can be reached in the practice. Most of the courses
are taught in one semester. In this short learning period, the intention of the course is not ask
students to acquire all the content in each course, though it is ideal if students can absorb more,
but to have an idea of where they can ind the information and in which ield they can seek for
help when they are facing the real problems in the practice. This makes a valuable quality of a
team leader and project manager. For example, when a project is facing a inancial limitation, the
project manager needs to know a way of reducing the cost of a project, avoiding the unnecessary
cost, change part of the design proposal or change materials. Besides, the evaluation and
assessment of a project also need to estimate the potential visitor low, which also need the
knowledge of the population distribution, psychology, sociology and etc.

In the second academic year in RISD, the advanced studio provide students opportunity to
choose between very different professors and approaches to design based on their own interests.
In the inal year of the program, during the thesis process, students would work independently
with the self-selected design project and come up with their proposals. The whole process and
work pace are designed by themselves, which create a room for self-exploration and lexibility.

DURATION & PROPORTION

In BFU, facing the broad coverage of the courses and the limited time of the program, in order to
it the large amount of courses into the limited semesters, and keep the diversity and lexibility.

9. Interview with Feng Xiao, associate professor in Beijing Forestry University (personal communication, Dec. 30th, 2016).
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The duration and proportion of each course, how and when the course is offered are well
considered.

The start date of the courses are different. Not all of the courses are started at the beginning
of the semester, some of the courses are started in the middle of the semester and last for half
semester, some are integrated into one or half month, such as the Landscape Architecture Studio
and Southern and Northern China General Practice. The length of the courses also varies from
one week to half semester, to two semesters. The Introduction to Landscape Architecture is a
short course in the irst semester, which only covers the background knowledge of the landscape
architecture ield as a guide for the freshman into the ield and not necessarily unfolded to the
full semester length. The architecture course takes one year, which provides a guide to the
architecture ield, including two fundamental architecture design projects. Some courses are
divided into section I & II supporting each other. Section I is mainly about the theory, taught
through lectures; section II is about practice, and applying the theory into the working process, for
example, Meteorology and Meteorology Practice. The practice section is not required for some of
the courses. Then students can choose to take section I for half semester and manage their time
for the rest of the semester by themselves. The setting provide opportunity for students to choose
how deep they go into the topic, and also strong and strengthen the course structure by weaving
the classes together.

For design courses, the duration for each project in undergraduate Landscape Architecture
Design course in BFU is shorter than it in RISD. There are two design projects for each semester.
Besides, Landscape Architecture Studio offers an even shorter project, which usually lasts for
two weeks. The fast speed of development in China forces people in different ields to work fast
and eficient. After acquiring the basic knowledge of landscape architecture principles and design
methods, students are required to design fast and come up with a design solution and a set of
drawing within a limited time. As a result, the research and concept forming process are paid
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less attention to, even though it is not the essential intention of the education. This makes a huge
difference from the three-month project in RISD in which the research process are always paid a
lot attention to.

For the landscape architecture education in RISD, students are trained to spend more time on
thinking and researching before settling down to a inal design. Making and thinking with hands
is a feature in RISD landscape architecture education, which is more process-based than the
undergraduate education in BFU. For some of the projects, the research session is as long as
the design part. That led to an obvious difference between the portfolio of a student from China
and America. For the landscape architecture students coming from American schools, their
portfolio usually have more diagrams and analytical visual images to support the project. The
solution brought up for the inal design is more reasonable and has more supporting points, with
the foundation of the analysis and research. During the pinup discussion and presentation, these
diagrams and analysis also helps the critics and professor to understand the concept and the
context of the project better, same as the presentation for a client in the practice.
In BFU, instead of starting from researching and sharing the analyzing sequences, the in-class
discussions are mainly centered on the design and pushing forward the design into more details
and correcting the unpractical design solutions, by reading through the plan and section drawings
from each student. In this way, students are forced to think more comprehensively about each
aspects and stages, such as grading, planting, furnishing and lighting.

When Chinese students irst get in touch with the graduate projects in America, they usually
argue that the thinking and researching process is not deep enough in Chinese landscape
architecture education. The situation in the Chinese landscape architecture market is that the
research material of each projects can be provided by the client, designer does not need to take
to much time to gathering research materials by themselves. That is why at the beginning of
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the design studio, instead of assigning students to do the research, the research materials are
provided by the professor, and the project is directly jumped into the conceptual and schematic
design stage based on the existing information. Even though the fundamental materials are
provided, I believe the critical thinking process and the ability of analyzing the resources and
integrate them into design is crucial. During the design process, based on the demanded
information and the coming-up requirements, the following up researches are necessary. Having
a better understanding of the site in different aspects by doing the research before and during the
design process helps designer to come up with a more considerate proposal.

Generally speaking, the practical skills taught in Chinese landscape architecture education can be
easily applied in the real practice, which can also be obtained during the internship, however, less
systematized. The theory and critical thinking process are paid less attention to. As the result,
graduate students would be like technicians instead of thinkers. American landscape architecture
education spares effort on the conceptual and theoretical aspects, which can bring more beneit
to students’ personal development after graduation. Especially for the undergraduate students,
the direction of their development is not settled yet. Thinking skills are far more important for their
long-term development than practical skills. The gap year and the internship opportunities during
the summer and winter breaks compensate the deiciency for the practical skills. Doing internship
between academic semesters sets up a good pace for students to absorb new knowledge, skills
and theory; and apply what they learned into practice. The gap between semester is also a good
time to relect back and considering the future development and explore the personal interests.

Besides, is it necessary to change the time length of each project in Chinese undergraduate
design studio? It is valuable to balance the length at different level of study. In BFU, the
undergraduate projects are short, however, not necessary to extend the duration of the project
as long as the one in RISD. At irst, the design intention and the curriculum system is different.
In BFU, various courses are offered to support the design course, and the focus of the course
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is design process, instead of the research process, even though research is a crucial part of
the beginning of design. In RISD, the research process involves studies covering relevant
knowledges, which requires a longer time for self-exploration or group-learning. Second, the
undergraduate students are new to the ield, they might not have enough skills and supporting
knowledges to dig deep in the irst bunch of projects. Providing a long lasting project would
exhaust their energy and discourage them when they cannot igure out a proper way to approach.
When the challenge is far beyond students ability, is it easy to combat their motivation and make
them confuse, instead of building up conidence and creativity. So it is good to have some short
and easy projects at the undergraduate level to guide students into the ield. In the inal academic
year, it would be a good option to bring a more challenging and long lasting project involving a
thorough research process for senior students. The duration of the graduate projects can also be
longer. In BFU, graduate students follows advisors’ real projects which usually last longer than
one year. They usually have an opportunity to get to most of the stages in a project. In RISD, the
thesis process are extended from the original one semester to one year long from preparing for
proposal to the submission, which proves the necessity of extending the time length of a design
studio.

TEACHING & EDUCATION

A good educator usually does not tell students straight forward what they should do, and tell them
what is the goal and where is the destination. What they do is showing students a hint. Instead
of pushing them hard, they usually pulling them by lighting up the path in front of them and guide
them through the darkness of puzzle and confusion.

In BFU, faculties have different backgrounds, most of them are professionals in specialized
ields, such as geographers, meteorologists, engineers, gardeners or horticulturist. They have
responsibility to teach different classes. For different design studios, there are landscape
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architects, architects, urban planners, and planting designers to undertake the teaching tasks.
This kind of faculty setting is based on the large population in China. Teaching resources are not
limited. The advantage is that students can get the most direct teaching resources and knowledge
in a certain ield. Since the related courses are taught by the faculties from different departments,
there is few contact and communication between them. For students newly come into the ield,
the disadvantage comes to the knowledge is separated and hard to be integrated in the design
process. It would be ideal if some of the course can be taught by two faculties cooperating from
different ields.
In RISD, faculties are mainly landscape architects. It its well with the curriculum setting, with
studios as core course. Faculties all have a relatively comprehensive knowledge of being
a qualiied landscape architect. They can offer helps, answering questions and providing
suggestions based on their professional practice in various aspects and branches in the design
studios, and also can teach the course which they are good and skilled at. However, the technical
and specialized knowledge provided by them might not be as deep and in a solid knowledge
system. In this situation, having a skill of research and self-exploration is valuable, especially
when student need a better idea of a speciic knowledge, and teacher also do not have much
experience on it.

EXPERIMENT & ADJUSTMENT

From 2013, the department of landscape architecture in BFU implemented a new institutional
system, called Liangxi Experimental Class, which is named by a famous an Agricultural and
forestry scientist, and educator. Three to ive most talented and excellent students from each
class would be selected and make up a new Liangxi Class. For each Liangxi Class there are 20
to 30 students. The department arranges the best education resources and facilities for these
students.
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This new system brings a positive relationship among students in Liangxi Experimental Class.
When they are working with a group of people having different strong points, the potentialities
are dug out by the positive competition and communication with each other. Students make fast
progress, and can even be compared with the second year graduate students when they inish
the undergraduate study. The excellent academic performance make by students in Liangxi
Class are heartening. However, it also brings a unexpected negative effect to the regular classes.
After the top students are divided from the class, the rest of the student lose the direct model in
their class. They feel a larger gap between them and the top students. Most of the students in
the regular classes feels not as much encouraged as before and even exhausted and hopeless
to catch up with the excellent. The gap between Liangxi Class and the regular classes could be
partially illed up by providing more opportunity for communication. For example, sharing same
study and studio space, and organize shared exhibition for student works in both classes.

Back to the history, in 1940s, at the beginning of the landscape architecture department in RISD
was launched, it worked closely with architecture department, and offered studio together for
students to work collaboratively with each other. Later on, some adjustments are made for design
studio. Landscape architecture department becomes more deined and independent offering
separated studio from architecture department. Only for the advanced studio, the course is open
for students in architecture, interior architecture and industrial design to keep the interdisciplinary
collaboration within the studio. The adjustment is successful, which achieve the goal of having a
well-deined solid disciplinary study, and self-exploration opportunity, at the same time, keep the
interdisciplinary collaboration and a harmonious sharing environment.
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Field trip in RISD Farm

Landscape Architecture Dendrology Practice

Final Critique in RISD LDAR

Xiong Li’s Studio Space for His Graduate Students in
Xueyan Building

Desk Critique in RISD LDAR

Studio Spaces in RISD LDAR
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Final Critique for Landscape Architecture Studio in Study &
Research Building, Inviting Yufan Zhu, as A Guest Critic

Watercolor Painting Tutorial During the Southern China
General Practice

After Class Discussion

Classroom for Painting

Classroom for Drawing
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Landscape50
Structure in Japan, Photography courtesy of Chenge Gao.

Chapter IV

Issues

Discuss the issues in contemporary landscape architecture
education

International & Interdisciplinary Study
Writing & Critical Thinking
Communication & Expression

ISSUES

During the research process, some issues frequently come up and interact with each other,
based on the analysis and comparison between Chinese and American landscape architecture
education. In this chapter, I extend the discussion and examine landscape architecture design
pedagogy through three topics: Inter-Disciplinary & International Study, Writing & Critical
thinking, Communication & Expression.
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Inter-disciplinary & International Study

The Similarities and Differences between Cultures

Looking back to the history, the similarities between different cultures can be seen within the
deinition of landscape architecture and garden. In ancient China, at the beginning of the
development of garden, garden is taken advantage to bring visual and spiritual satisfaction by
arranging the water and topography, plants and architecture, within a limited space. The deinition
of the garden is to deconstruct the Chinese characteristic of garden “園”. The character can be
separated into different parts representing the enclosing wall around the garden as a boundary,
and soil, pond, people within the garden. These simple elements are key aspects of creating a
garden.

As stated by Vogt, for one of the studios he taught, “the idea of the elective course ”Pairidaeza” in ETH is implicit in the Persian word Pairi-daeza, from which our word “paradise”
came and which literally means “a wall enclosing a garden.” This metaphor for a garden can
be very simply broken down into its basic components and translated into the present-day. The
fundamental elements that shape the character of this archaic form of garden are vegetation,
water, topography, boundary, threshold, choreography, and metaphor.10 These are the characters
generally used in different period, in different cultures.

Similarly, the Garden of Eden in the Bible, the Pure Land (Sukhavati) of Buddhism, the paradise
(Jannat) in the Koran, a space carrying people’s pursue for a ideal landscape and life style is

10. Vogt, G., Bornhauser, R., & Kissling, T. 2015. “Design can only be discussed between people on an equal footing.”
Landscape as a cabinet of curiosities: In search of a position. Zürich, Switzerland: Lars Müller. Fleet Library. P.104
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always exist in different cultures and religions. No matter the form and style of the garden, they all
carry, condense and represent the speciic aesthetics, culture and ideology of a certain period of
time.

Based on the development of the technology and the following changes of the contemporary
living patterns, the concept, method, and representation of design change as well. Landscape
architecture becomes a carrier and showcase of the culture and the ongoing history, at the same
time, which will inluence back to the public aesthetic and common knowledge of the surrounding
world. Design is related to people, time, environment and situations. In the Landscape as a
cabinet of curiosities, Vogt talked about the cross-culture experience of teaching architecture,
“To continue, we should understand what we mean when discussing culture and cross-cultural
differences in design. Culture is a set of shared characteristics such as thoughts, values and
behaviors and, in the case of design; design sensibilities are unique to any one culture.”11
The discussion about types has a great deal to do with uses and scale, with functionality and
atmosphere.

In current landscape architecture education, the learning and teaching experience and the
interaction between the instructor and students are affected by the history, culture, social
background, recognition pattern and language. Bruce mentioned the experience of teaching
landscape architecture design to Chinese students, “ the quizzical looks I would get during
a desk critique were not a matter of language differences but different ideas about design.”
For example, the Chinese students have different understanding and agreement of using a
naturalistic approach in developing the design of spaces and arranging plants materials, based

11. Vogt, G., Bornhauser, R., & Kissling, T. 2015. “Design can only be discussed between people on an equal footing.”
Landscape as a cabinet of curiosities: In search of a position. Zürich, Switzerland: Lars Müller. Fleet Library. P.93.

12. Sharky, Bruce. Thinking about landscape architecture: Principles of a design profession for the 21st century. New
York, NY: Routledge. 2016.
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on different experiences.12 “Culture is a set of shared characteristics such as thought, values and
behaviors and in case of design, design sensibilities that are unique to any one culture (country).”
Beside, the psychological and social differences from one culture to another also inluence the
design languages. For example, the comfort private distance between people varies in different
culture, and also varies in public and private spaces. This causes the change of the scale and the
evaluation of the design.

Communication and language become crucial, because of the existence of the cross-cultural
differences. Simply looking at the drawings and models is not enough to get the complete ideas
and concepts behind, and hard for educators to giving back critics considering the reason and
clues before the derived decisions and conclusions. Creating more cross-culture platform would
stimulate more communication and deeper understanding between cultures, such as providing
opportunity for visiting scholars and faculty exchanges; providing opportunity for summer
program; and offering possibility of international collaboration between Chinese and American
schools.

Interdisciplinary Study

Do what ever you want to do and make what ever you want to make is better to be based on a
condition of knowing why you want to do it, and how you can achieve it. “Thinking outside of the
box and breaking up boundaries” is always advocated in the process of inter-disciplinary study.
However, it does not mean that doing things without logic. Just like the planets in the space, even
though trillions of planets are scattered in the space seems randomly, they always following a
certain orbit, a period and a rule. Academic freedom and lexibility is always based on a relative
comparison with restriction. The inter-disciplinary study environment provide us opportunities to
have more creative approach, rather than an excuse of making things without attachments.
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In both of these two schools, they have a platform of multi-discipline resources. In RISD, the
creative, studio-based education environment offers rigorous bachelor’s and master’s degree
programs in 19 architecture, design, ine arts and art education majors. The rich and creative art
+ design community provide students a conclusive environment for fostering curiosity, imagination
and progressive thinking.

Beijing Forestry University has the Department of Conservation of Water and Soil, which is a
peculiarity program in Chinese academic institutions. This provide a precious resource for the
students who study in Beijing Forestry University and interest in this ield to take advantage of
it, and combine landscape architecture with the knowledge of conservation of water and soil.
The School of Economics and Management is one of the largest schools in Beijing Forestry
University, they also can provide the recourse of students to know more about the knowledge of
management, and apply that into the landscape architecture business and project management.
Students are encouraged to take advantage of the different resources in school. Providing more
freedom for students to choose courses in other department or offering more related elective
courses would help students to beneit more from the current educational interdisciplinary
resources.

The interdisciplinary study opportunity and environment in landscape architecture education
expand and increase the diversity of the discipline, and provide chance for more cross-major
communication and collaboration.
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Writing & Critical Thinking

For practitioners, the accomplishment of an authentic landscape architecture project, writing
is only a small amount of the work. In some extent, it helps the designer to communicate with
the client better. However, the landscape architecture theory supporting behind design ideas
are communicated and spread mainly by the form of writing, which is also a crucial method of
organizing the ideas, and a process of building up a knowledge system.

In RISD, the courses related to theory and history of landscape architecture are required to be
taken by, MLA I students, including the History of Landscape Architecture (Year1 Fall), Research
Methods For Design (Year1 Winter), Issues in Landscape History (Year1 Spring), Theory I (Year2
Fall), Theory II (Year3 Fall). These courses are set up in each academic year supporting design
studios and technology courses. Writing is the major format of the assignment for the literature
courses.

These courses provide opportunities for students to read and write, to think through elaborating.
Writing is a process of polishing the fragmented thinking, stated by Woo Wing Thye when he
mention his own teaching method and philosophy.13 When students are required to write down the
ideas, they will realize that the original opinions are not clear enough, not organized, or laking of
evidences to support the viewpoint. Opinions are sounds better than read. Writing is a process of

13. Interview of the Economist Woo Wing Thye, Garlic, March 14th, 2017.
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rethinking, reining and re-organizing the piled-up ideas into orders, and summarized by succinct
sentences or demonstrated by detailed evidences.

Giving feedback during the writing process is a good way to push students to think deeper. It
is also an eficient way of communication between the educator and students. In RISD, a long
paper is required for the History of Landscape Architecture course. Students are required to hand
in the paper once or twice during the writing process. The professor gives feedbacks for each of
the students based on the irst draft. Then student are assigned to reine the paper based on the
comment from the professor. This back and forth correction push the students to think deeper
in a right direction and improve the writing and critical thinking skill. During the communication
process, Digication, an online platform for student to submit documents, are used frequently
and opens for online message which is convenient for communication between the teacher and
students based on a speciic topic.
In BFU, writing is a rigid requirement for graduation. Every student graduating from graduate
school is required to publish at least one article. If the student fail to reach the writing
requirement, he/she can not be approved to the graduation. During the writing process, the
oficial suggestions are usually offered by the advisor. Besides, students can hardly or usually do
not seek for other helps to reine the writing. Self learning and critical thinking skills are crucial
for students. Comparing with RISD, the Writing Center provides a great help for students who
have inquiry about writing. Lectures about how to write articles and thesis are offered during
the semesters. In-class presentation and peer review also provide a good chance for students
to communicate and get feedback from other people. When stuck in writing, talking with other
people about the idea is always a good way to work through and break up the barriers.

Using writing as a tool for communication and practice of organizing ideas and practice critical
thinking is always help for designers to express their idea better.
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Communication & Expression

An inportant part of education is teaching students how to solve problems instead of just learning
skills. Making an intervention into education to teach student how to promote their works, and
how to make their voice being heard and understood by more people can help to let the idea
spread and inluence more people’s life with the professional knowledge. Sometimes, the
essential value of a designer is not only how well their ideas are achieved, but also how far the
idea can be spread. Communication is a crucial part in landscape architecture education.

Communicate between Educator and Students
Critique is an effective form of communication, teaching and learning in art and design schools.
In RISD, group critics or individual critiques would be held during the working process and in the
end of the semester. During the critique, the teacher would interact with students by providing
suggestions and feedback. It provides chance for educators and students to communicate about
the concept and ideas behind the design. It is a process of translation and decoding the design
languages. The preparation for presenting the design is also an stage for students to relect and
reorganize the thought, and igure our an eficient way to express. It is a duplex input and output
process.

14. Howard, Michelle. Research - Observe - Make An Alternative Manual for Architectural Education. (2015). Basel:
Birkhäuser Verlag GmbH.
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During a group work and critiques, discussion is a way of exchanging ideas between students,
group and educator. The development would be made during the repeating of the overthrowing
and reconstructing process. “Through discussion with us they must learn to ight their own corner,
to hone their arguments for their position and to implement it or also to allow themselves to be
convinced by better argument.”14

When mentioning desk critique, as stated by Vogt, an architect and educator, “In the working
with students it is enormously important to listen attentively: what does this young person really
want? What is his or her idea? I don’t think you can do this using just plans and models, you also
need language. I can hear far more from language. Then, through discussions with the students,
the idea must be developed further and their subjectivity encouraged and radicalized.”15 By
comparing the different feedbacks and insights from critics, some are overlaid and supporting
each other, some might conlict. For students, the conclusion and ideas can be more critically and
thoughtfully draw out through out the process.

International Communication
In America, the landscape architecture department accept more international students than
before. There is more international communication and cooperation between Chinese and
American schools. Visiting and exchange programs are offered in many institutions.
In China, there is a great trend of study abroad in landscape architecture ield. The starting
points of international study in landscape architecture was from 1980s to 1990s. Mr. Xiaoxiang
Sun, a talented master in art and design, always had international foresight and stand out in the
world wide landscape architecture ield. He was the irst person introduce the Chinese traditional
garden and contemporary landscape architecture education and practice to Europe and America.

15. Vogt, G., Bornhauser, R., & Kissling, T. 2015. “Design can only be discussed between people on an equal footing.”
Landscape as a cabinet of curiosities: In search of a position. Zürich, Switzerland: Lars Müller. Fleet Library. P.93.
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In virtue of his communication with Harvard Graduate School of Design, the next generation of
the students in landscape architecture have the opportunity to pursue a further study abroad, and
became excellent practicers and educators, such as Kongjian Yu.

Cross-disciplinary Communication
People have distinct views of the deinition of the landscape architecture. For landscape
architects and architects, they both believe their own ield has more predominance and deined
each other differently. Even within the ield, professionals and academics also hold different
insights of it. Landscape architecture weight differently in people’s mind. However, before making
comments on this academic ield, people should know about it and have their own deinition
of what landscape architecture is. For some of the public, landscape architecture and what
landscape architects do is still a vague idea.

When communicate and reaching the topic about the major, a large number of the general public
always have a misunderstanding among landscape architecture, gardening and urban design.
Some of them think landscape architects are the people who can renovate their backyard.
However, for clients and the public, having a clear deinition of landscape architecture is not
indispensable, whether they treat the design valuable or not is the most important. Landscape
architecture is more important than they think.

As the global concern about the preservation of the environment raised, landscape architects
are the irst group of people who took the responsibility for bringing up solutions for all kinds of
environmental problems, and try to think and balance the relationship between environment,
beauty and human needs. As stated in GSD’s landscape architecture department introduction,
students in MLA program are to explore the multiple ways that landscapes positively contribute
to the complexities of the contemporary city, to a more equitable distribution of ecological and
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environmental resources, and to the creation of better futures across all regions of the world.17
Some projects also need the consideration of the issue of sustainability, like energy saving,
pollution reducing and water management. In the social aspect, landscape architects bring
more organized pleasant and safe spaces for the public to hold different activities, meet their
needs and enhancing the relationship within and between communities by encouraging the
social interactions. Many of the culture, history and memories are also held by the well-designed
landscape.

During my internship experience in landscape architecture institutions and companies in China,
I found it is common that design’s scheme changed a lot by the client during several rounds of
feedback. Some feedbacks are not very considerable and professional. The communication
is in necessary and indispensable during the process. However, if the client is controlling the
dialog, because of the different value and aesthetic, and not listen to the designer’s voice and
suggestions, the decisions would be made obeying the original design proposal. The goal of
ameliorating the environment, or such would not be achieved. In this situation, some designers
yield to the client and making do with the changed scheme. Some of them don’t want to go
against their idea, and then they will lose the project. The unhealthy relationship between the
client and designers is a burning issue in the ield. On the one hand, due to the client’s lacking of
understanding in landscape architecture ield, and the irresponsibility of some of the designers,
the competition between design companies drag the average income of the designers even
lower. On the other hand, if the work is not being appreciated, the outcome of the poor quality
construction will inluence their prestige. Fewer good projects would be constructed in the public
realm and be treated as precious pieces. The public who is supposed to take the beneit of the
well-designed project will not eventually.

17. Degree Program, Department of Landscape Architecture, Harvard Graduate School of Design, http://www.gsd.
harvard.edu/landscape-architecture/#more.
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Kongjian Yu, a Chinese landscape architect, the founder and Dean of the School of Landscape
Architecture at Peking University, took a lead in landscape architecture ield in China to spread
the ecological design philosophy to the public. He is the person who took effort by publishing,
grounding a great quantity of high quality projects to push the landscape architecture into an
institutionalized discipline in academic ield. As he said, the designer need to integrate the
ecological strategies into the design, and spread the idea, and educate the client, the public and
especially the decision makers to change their values of design and landscape architecture.
Furthermore, the design and the designer’s voice will bring a healthier and more environmentally
friendly lifestyle to the society.

Transforming the academic phrase into understandable voice is a way he used to popularize the
idea. It is crucial to make the decision makers to believe the idea, especially in China. Landscape
architects are situated in a relatively low status in China, and don’t have enough power of
discourse. If the philosophy can be accepted and appreciated by the decision makers, the idea
could be spread by the administrative system and policy, and inluence more people. Landscape
architects are not artist, nor drawing technician. They need to connect with the society, and take
the advantage of different platforms and public medias to transmit the ideology.
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Salt Lake City, Photography courtesy of Chenge Gao.
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Relection

Relections:
In the decades since landscape architecture has been offered as the irst-class discipline in
China, professionals in the ield have made signiicant contributions to advance the development
of the discipline. The maturation and expansion of the discipline has resulted in more students
choosing Landscape Architecture as a ield to pursue in higher education.
However, challenges still exist such as inadequate funding, teachers’ qualiications and
instructional objectives that lack clarity. Also, increasing numbers of students choose to study
abroad after undergraduate study in China and teachers also choose to visit top schools abroad.
This is an indication that both students and teachers have a strong desire to absorb advanced
professional knowledge obtainable in Landscape Architecture systems outside of China.

In recent years, however, there is signiicant evidence of the development of Landscape
Architecture Education in China. And growing numbers of students have a strong desire to return
to China after graduation from foreign colleges and universities in order to pursue their career
development or continue their education. I have, as a result of this investigation, come to more
fully understand the importance of maintaining a distinct teaching philosophy developed from
educational practices speciic the Chinese condition while learning from the mature Landscape
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Architecture systems found in other countries.

In America, contemporary Landscape Architecture Education systems beneit from more than
a hundred years of history. However, the increasing communication and connection between
cultures has led to a level of international collaboration that, in my view, requires adjustments be
made to the pedagogy for contemporary Landscape Architecture Education in order to keep pace
with the regeneration of cultural and social change and the increasing speed of new technologies.
I foresee a far more diverse and inclusive Landscape Architecture Education system – one that
places greater emphasis on new modes of communication, interdisciplinary study and critical
thinking.

If one, for instance, looks beyond the two case studies proiled in this thesis, one can see a
program such the University of Pennsylvania’s Landscape Architecture program tackling for a
studio the heated urban development issues of Jing-Jin-Ji – a “mega-region” network of cities
connected to Beijing18. So, in this studio landscape architects and designers are starting to work
collaboratively to solve global issues and in doing so are creating bridges between the Chinese
government and institutions and American institutions. In such a case, Landscape Architecture
students encounter and are challenged to ind solutions to contemporary social issues as
opposed to theoretical problems

As I relect upon this thesis investigation, there are, of course, areas not yet explored. It is
important, therefore, for readers to recognize this document’s scope and limitations are factors
resulting from its production within a 1-year graduate program. So, I choose to view my thesis
as a “living document” that presents my current understanding of two well respected Landscape
Architecture programs and which also suggests further researching + observing + relecting
18. Encounters with China’s Past, Present and Future in Jing-Jin-Ji, 2016, University of Pennsylvania School of Design,
https://www.design.upenn.edu/news/post/taking-chinas-jing-jin-ji-megaregion, accessed by May 2nd, 2017.
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in search of improved platforms for Landscape Architecture Education. In this regard and as a
summation of my thinking about teaching in the discipline, I include as Appendix material a newly
created personal teaching philosophy together with a proposal for a syllabus for a course on East
Asian Aesthetics.
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Teaching Philosophy

Teaching is a matter of balancing. Balance between lexibility and restriction, between input and
output, between the relationship, between the educator and students. How much was the student
inspired by the course is the only way to evaluate the teaching quality, instead of the effort they
put into the class.

Diverseness of Learning
Different from decades ago when a faculty member was one of the few resources that students
can get information from, now, students are in an age of overlowing information and proliferating
media. It is even harder for a professor to meet the need of students with the different learning
backgrounds by only providing information. As an educator, I would provide a way of thinking
and various methodologies that help students to reorganize and integrate the vast quantities of
information, construct the pieces of knowledge into a system, and provide a space for thinking
and imagining. Course discussions are an eficient way for students to exchange ideas and
get to know each other’s thinking pattern, beyond only learning from teaching. Sharing and
communicating by interdisciplinary interaction between faculty and students, and between
students makes knowledge grow.

For freshmen and some lower-grade students, assigning some materials and open sources for
them before class and ask them to bring questions and views to class discussion is a optional
ways to open up the topic and offering a wider platform for them to absorb more information
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and deeper idea. Timeless thinking process would guide them to a more thorough and deeper
consideration of a topic or a question. For higher-grade students, online discussion and
“information pool” would open a lexible platform for them to share ideas at anytime. In the
meanwhile, they could ilter the most effective information and most eficient method to think and
work with the open source and platform. This process of researching/thinking—discussing/sharing
is also a positive process between input and output.

Repetition: between thinking and making, input and output
Repetition is a way to remember, which is also a process of practicing. After learning from the
instructor, it is often better for students to relect the content of the course in their own way,
combining what they have learned with their former knowledge and experience, and applying
the result of thinking into making. During the making process, student can think more when the
ineffable ideas are visualized into reality. At the same time, a process of rethinking, organizing
and testing of former ideas occurs. This leads to a chance for stimulation, revision and correction.

In study of landscape architecture, some skills and techniques cannot be simply acquired by
thinking, such as grading, construction technology and materials. By seeing, touching and feeling,
the characteristics of materials would be remembered more thoroughly. By drawing and making
study models, the design concept can be visualized and been test in three-dimensional spaces.
Some unexpected questions and problems would occur which is deserved to be thought about
during outputting process, for example, how a retaining wall was constructed and meet with the
topography, how a certain kind of material would perform in the construction. Going through
the process of learning, testing and questioning, and learning again helps to absorb knowledge
and reine works. It is also a good way to develop a skill of problem solving, self-learning and
exploration, which is signiicant during after-campus practicing.

In a discipline related to spatial thinking, such as architecture and landscape architecture, using
different senses (seeing, listening, smelling, feeling, tasting) in the teaching and learning
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processes is core. Students can reach the learning objectives, achieve concentration and
engagement, and ind deeper thinking, doing and memory.

Flexibility and Restriction
The teaching and learning process is similar to the design process, which has developed within
a certain frame of regulation and limitation, such as time, and space. However, the cycle of
teaching and learning has the endless possibilities to form and enhance the content. It is vital to
providing lexibility for students to imagine and creative, and to give a measurable way to gauge
their understandings. Assessment qualities can eficiently advances progress in the classroom for
both professor and students.

Timing training and producing is a method to test how proicient the students is in a certain
skill and knowledge, and also to gauge the ability. Sometimes, not deliberately, creativity can
be stimulated and aroused within the limitation of time. Spatially, the teaching and learning
process is not only limited in classroom. Field trip with a preset topic and focusing is a good
option for observing construction sites and learning plant materials. Immersing into the nature
helps students to have a better understanding of scale, dimension and materials. With the topic,
students will gradually develop a habit a observing the surrounding environment critically.

The teaching and learning process are integrated with each other, and is not limited to the
knowledge but an extension to the habits of thinking and action. An educator is a person who
guides students into new realms and to broad directions instead of telling them where the
destination is.
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PROPOSED COURSE I

EAST ASIAN AESTHETICS IN SPACE
2017 Wintersession (3 Credits)
Seminar + studio (Winter)
Time: Thursday, Friday 1:10pm – 4:10pm
Location: 345 South Water St. TLAD Studio Lab

Instructor:
Chenge Gao (cgao01@risd.edu)
Ofice hours: Thursday afternoon 5:00pm – 8:00pm (by appointment)
TLAD Department, 345 South Water St.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
How can East Asian Aesthetics inluence spatial design? East Asian Aesthetics have a long and
rich history and many traditional Asian arts have an impact on, and became the inspiration of
contemporary art and western art. It deeply permeates into many aspects of daily Asian life and
forms the culture. The inluence is embodied in landscapes, architectures, products, costumes
and one’s way of thinking. This course would focus on two major branches of East Asian
Aesthetics: Japanese and Chinese Aesthetics. We will examine the foundation of the principles
of East Asian Aesthetics; thinking and expressing ideas in three dimension, and applying the
fundamental knowledge into a three dimensional creative process; relecting on the underlying
qualities of an aesthetic sensibility and exploring spatial perceptions in different disciplines. The
main path is to visualize these invisible sensibilities of nature, culture, tastes, lifestyle and human
relationships through creating spaces.
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The course will have ive different themes over ive weeks: Ripples, Propagation, Synesthesia,
Emptiness, and Fulillment. Videos, images, and case studies will be shown for in-class
discussions. Students can adapt technique and interests from their own ield to express their
feelings about the space with the inluence of East Asian aesthetics. This could take the form of
animation, physical model, printmaking, book, painting...

Non-Major Elective for Both Graduate and Undergraduate Students
Course Capacity: 15
Estimated cost of materials: $50.00
No Lab Fee
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PROPOSED COURSE II
CURRENT ISSUES AND MAIN ELEMENTS:
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE FUNDAMENTALS
2017 Wintersession (3 Credits)
Entry Level Seminar (Winter)
Time: Thursday, Friday 1:10pm – 4:10pm
Location: 345 South Water St. TLAD Studio Lab

Instructor:
Chenge Gao (cgao01@risd.edu)
Ofice hours: Thursday afternoon 5:00pm – 8:00pm (by appointment)
TLAD Department, 345 South Water St.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Since the inception over a century, landscape architecture has been broadly acknowledged by
its inclusiveness and collaboration between various disciplines. However, what is landscape
architecture?

This course will guide students into the ield of landscape architecture by reaching the 10 current
key issues: Parks, Campuses, Memorials, Reuse, Residential Design, Urban Revitalization, Rain
Garden, Ecological Restoration, Green Roofs, Transportation. These key issues will be explored
and discussed through case studies, research, in-class lectures, and site visits. At the same time,
5 different elements (Water, Soil, Plants, Space, Activities) will be critically observed by daily
recording, drawing, stretching, measuring and analyzing. Students are expected to get a sense
of space and scale, develop a habit of thinking while observing, and open an eye into and have a
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fundamental knowledge of Landscape Architecture.

Non-Major Elective for Both Graduate and Undergraduate Students
No Lab Fee
Course Capacity: 15
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PROPOSED COURSE III

TECHNOLOGY AND CONSTRUCTION
2017 Spring (3 Credits)
Entry Level Seminar (Winter)
Time: Thursday, Friday 1:10pm – 4:10pm
Location: 345 South Water St. TLAD Studio Lab

Instructor:
Chenge Gao (cgao01@risd.edu)
Ofice hours: Thursday afternoon 5:00pm – 8:00pm (by appointment)
TLAD Department, 345 South Water St.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Design is the centerpiece of all that we do and carries our signature and accumulated knowledge,
but equal to design is the ability to construct our designs. Beyond the concept and design, how
can a landscape architecture project be physically realized? Technologies and materials should
be considered during the construction, which also drive the quality of a project.
During the irst six weeks, three construction cases will be referenced in the class. For each
of them, students are expected to work through the process of learning, observing, relection,
and applying in two weeks. During the learning process, analytical research, group discussion,
presentation and one lecture will be involved into the class, grounded into different aspects:
plants, soil, paving, water, and building materials. For the observation, student will be guided to a
construction site and inish a ield report as a process of relection. In the end, all the technologies
learned are expected to be applied into a self project of a sustainable landscape design. Desk
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critiques and pin-up discussions will be arranged along with the producing process.

Overall, students will develop a research base, site plans and construction details which are
frequently used in the landscape architecture professional practice. Weekly readings will
supplement the studio work. The book Site Engineering for Landscape Architects, by Steven
Storm, will be used as main reference.

Open to Landscape Architecture majors only (Graduate)
No Lab Fee
Course Capacity: 15
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PROPOSED COURSE:

EAST ASIAN AESTHETICS IN SPACE
—with a Primary Focus on Japanese and Chinese Aesthetics

Instructors: Chenge Gao
2017 Spring
3 Credits No Pre-Requisites
Monday 1:10Pm – 4:10Pm
Tlad Studio Lab 345 South Water St.
Non-Major Elective (Graduate & Undergraduate) Seminar + Studio
Field Trip Fee: $50
Estimated Cost Of Materials $50
Capacity 15
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COURSE DESCRIPTION

In what ways, do old and new East Asian aesthetics inluence spatial design? East Asian
aesthetics has an ancient and compelling history, rich with stories, epochs, and exemplars.
Traditional Asian arts have had an immense impact on, and have been the inspiration for
contemporary art and western art over centuries. They deeply permeate most aspects of daily
Asian life and form the culture. The inluence is embodied in landscapes, architecture, products,
costumes, and moves into one’s way of thinking. Looking through this framework, participants in
the course will focus on spatial design giving us entry to all disciplines in art and design.

This course would focus on two major branches of East Asian aesthetics: Japanese and Chinese
aesthetics. We will examine the foundation of the principles of East Asian aesthetics; thinking,
expressing ideas, applying the fundamental knowledge in three-dimensions and relecting on
the underlying qualities of an aesthetic sensibility and exploring spatial perceptions in different
disciplines. The main path is to visualize these invisible sensibilities of nature, culture, tastes,
lifestyle and human relationships through thinking about three-dimensional creative process.

We will have ive different themes over ive weeks: Ripples, Emptiness, Meditation, Synesthesia,
and Echo. Videos, images, and case studies will be shown for in-class discussions. Students
can adapt techniques and interests from their own ields to express spatial dynamics with the
inluence of East Asian aesthetics. Multiple ways of interpretations such as an animation, a
physical model, prints, books or, paintings, could occur from this investigation. Critical dialogue
and exchange will be implemented side by side with the individual projects.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
GOALS:
The aims and values of this course are articulated below:
• To develop a fundamental knowledge of the principles of East Asian aesthetics
• To advance the skill of thinking and expressing ideas in three dimensions.
• To cultivate the communicational skill through seminar.
• To advance the ability of researching, reading and thinking critically
• To enhance the ability of outputting personal opinion in oral, textual and physical formats.
• To provide an opportunity of learning culture by experiencing it.
• To give an access to an interdisciplinary application of the knowledge in east aesthetic ield
through personal works.

OBJECTIVES:
The learning outcomes and productions of the course are listed by percentage.
General knowledge and understanding of fundamental principles of East Asian Aesthetics: 40%
• Interpretation and relection of the materials
(Response paper, Presentation, In-class discussion)
• Stimulation and embodiment of the knowledge into personal works

Expressive skills where ideas occur physically in three dimensions: 45%
• Critical thinking skills and understanding of spatial design
• Strategies of creating spaces to inluence people’s perceptions and experiences.
• Creation of three projects with understanding of spatial quality and relection of class materials

Participation and contribution to the class: 15%
• Active contribution to the class activities, discussions and critiques
• Time management and fulillment of each project
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EVALUATION AND GRADING

Your work throughout the semester will be evaluated as a whole. Students will be evaluated
on the basis of their engagement with the ideas of the course, and on their ability to express
compelling ideas through each project.

• Class Participation

10%

• Project 1: Case Study (Group Work)

20%

• Project 2: PROJECT-EMPTINESS

20%

• Project 3: PROJECT-MEDITATION

20%

• Project 4: PROJECT-ECHO

30%
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COURSE POLICIES AND EXPECTATIONS
Policies

Attend all classes. Each lateness and unexcused absence will result in a reduction in the overall
GPA for the course. Scheduled appointments and professional interviews will not be accepted as
excused absences. Arrive promptly and be ready to begin class on time.

Focus on the class. Cell phones and PDAs must be turned off during class. All computers shall be
utilized for course-sanctioned research and requirements during class.

Understand the Rules. The RISD academic policy for this course is outlined in detail in the course
catalogue. Please review the catalogue carefully to understand the institutional policies. A student
who misses the irst class meeting or any two or more classes may be removed from the course
by the instructor. The student is dropped from the course and given a grade W or F depending
on the circumstance. RISD afirms the right of students to observe signiicant religious holidays.
Students should inform their instructor on the irst day of class/studio of such circumstances, if
class attendance will be affected.

Expectations

Read carefully and sensitively. You will be expected to have completed the readings and
considered them in the larger context of the class and within the topic in each week.
Participate in class discussion and exercises. You are always encouraged to ask questions of the
reading in these responses, and to raise questions that we may discuss further as a group.

Breaking up Boundaries. Take risks and try new things. The class will have opportunities to
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express ideas in different kinds of media. We encourage you to use those media with which you
are comfortable, but sometimes try something out of your comfort zone that would create a buzz.

Enjoy yourself.

Critique Statement

Critique can help you to engage more into the projects of others. By listening, thinking,
summarizing and analyzing, this process pushes you to practice the critical thinking skills and
to participate in a diverse conversation. Take advantage of each critique to get and share some
sharp ideas. The critique will be centralized to your understating of eastern aesthetics and how
they are applied to spatial design.

Peer feedbacks are collected during your group presentation.
Individual desk critiques will be provided during the working session for the inal project.
Guest critics will be invited to your inal project presentation peer critics are encouraged and
welcomed.

Diversity Statement

It is my intent that students from all diverse backgrounds and perspectives be well-served by
this course, that students’ learning needs be addressed both in and out of class, and that the
diversity that students bring to this class be viewed as a resource, strength and beneit. It is my
intent to present materials and activities that are respectful of diversity: gender, sexual orientation,
disability, age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, race, culture, perspective, and other background
characteristics. Your suggestions about how to improve the value of diversity in this course are
encouraged and appreciated. Please let me know ways to improve the effectiveness of the
course for you personally or for other students or student groups.
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In addition, in scheduling critiques, we seek to avoid conlicts with major religious holidays. If,
however, an inadvertently scheduled exam or major deadline creates a conlict with your religious
observances, we can make other arrangements.

Material

All kinds of safe materials are encouraged during the class. Different formats and materials are
welcomed for your projects and presentations.

Washi (Japanese paper) and Xuan (Chinese paper) are provided in RISD store. Take advantage
of using some special materials help to convey the culture and aesthetics ideas.
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REFERENCE RESOURCES

Required Readings
Robert E. Carter, “Landscape Gardening as Interconnectedness” and “The Way of Flowers
(Ikebana)” from The Japanese Arts and Self Cultivation.
Yuriko Saito, “Japanese Gardens: The Art of Improving Nature,” Chanoyu Quarterly
“Zen Buddhism” and “Zen Pioneers in Japan,” pp. 232-241 in Tsunoda, et al, Sources of
Japanese Tradition.
Jun’ichirō Tanizaki, In Praise of Shadows (1933)
http://dcrit.sva.edu/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/In-Praise-of-Shadows-Junichiro-Tanizaki.pdf
Kristin Surak, excerpt from Making Tea, Making Japan
Yuriko Saito, “Everyday Aesthetics in the Japanese Tradition”
Nancy Hume (ed.), Japanese Aesthetics and Culture, available as e-book from RISD library
Brown, Rebecca M., and Deborah S. Hutton. A Companion to Asian Art and Architecture.
Chichester, West Sussex, UK: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011.

Recommended Readings
Kōshiro Haga, “The Wabi Aesthetic through the Ages,” pp. 245-278 in Hume
Nisbett, Richard E. The Geography of Thought: How Asians and Westerners Think Differently-and Why. New York: Free Press, 2003.
Hara, Kenya. Designing Design. 2007
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Documentaries:

• A Bite of China
A Chinese documentary television series on the history of food, eating, and cooking in China
directed by Chen Xiaoqing, narrated by Li Lihong with original music composed by Roc Chen.

• Chinese Garden
It is intended to explain Chinese garden culture, humanistic value and aesthetic taste from a
historical perspective
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COURSE ITINERARY

THEME I Ripple

IN-CLASS SCHEDULE

ASSIGNMENT

LEARNING

Introduction and expectation

Reading:

• A general Idea of the course

Lecture01:

Yuriko Saito, “Everyday Aesthetics in
the Japanese Tradition” pp.27-41

Week 1 / Feb. 20th

An overview of the characteristics,
essential spirit of the East Asian
Aesthetics

structure, content, goals and
requirements.
• Obtain a brief idea about the East
Asian Aesthetics.

Week 2 / Feb. 27th
Lecture02:

Reading:

Eastern culture and East Asian
aesthetics

Nancy Hume, Japanese Aesthetics
and Culture pp.67-83

Group Discussion:

Hara, Kenya. Designing Design. 2007
(Recommended)

What aspects of East Asian aesthetics
inluence our lifestyle, design, taste,
and the way of thinking? How is it
revealed in daily life?

• A deeper and broader understanding
of the East Asian Aesthetics.
• An overview of the characteristics,
essential spirit of the East Asian
Aesthetics.

Project I:
Case Study Of East Asian Aesthetics
In Space (Two-Week Group Work):
Research and analysis the assigned
case project.

Week 3 / Mar. 6th
Lecture03:

Readings:

Eastern Aesthetics in Space

Brown, Rebecca M., and Deborah
S. Hutton. A Companion to Asian Art
and Architecture. Chichester, West
Sussex, UK: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011.

Group Discussion:
How does the eastern aesthetics
inluence spatial design? How is it
revealed in a design practice?
Reading Discussion

• Inluences and contextual ideas East
Asian aesthetics are basically grasped
from local to global spatial arenas.

Keep Working on Project 1:
Generalize the characters of project
and relect through research.
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THEME II Emptiness
IN-CLASS SCHEDULE

ASSIGNMENT

LEARNING

Reading:

• A framework for analysis of East
Asian spatial design is applied
and articulated critical thinking and
communicating about it.

Week 4 / Mar. 13th
Group Presentation: (15min for each
group 5 min for Critique)
Video watching:
Chinese garden episode 3.
In-class discussion:
Relection on reading and video

Analyze spaces in Chinese traditional
gardens? What reading
Watch the video of Chinese garden
episode 3 again which demonstrate
the spatial quality of Chinese
Aesthetics in dynamic way. Learn
from it on the presentation skill in

• Public speaking skills and ability of
working in a group.

order to prepare for next step.
Week 5 / Mar. 20th
Lecture04:

Project II:

Chinese traditional drawing
(Shanshuihua) and the Chinese
garden

Express your understanding on
the topic of “Emptiness” through
a creative spacial project within
12inches X 12inches base.

In-class discussion:
Examining how the philosophy of
emptiness inluences the Chinese
traditional garden.

Readings:
Kōshiro Haga, “The Wabi Aesthetic
through the Ages,” pp. 245-278 in
Hume
“Zen Buddhism” and “Zen Pioneers in
Japan,” pp. 232-241 in Tsunoda, et al,
Sources of Japanese Tradition.

SPRING BREAK
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• A deeper understanding of the
culture and aesthetics philosophy and
its relection on art and design and
integrative thinking.

THEME III Meditation
IN-CLASS SCHEDULE

ASSIGNMENT

LEARNING

In-class Critique: Project 2

Readings:

Lecture05:

Jun’ichirō Tanizaki, In Praise of
Shadows (1933) pp which chapter
and why.

• Critical thinking about the multi-value
of emptiness

Week 6 / Apr. 3rd

How does Zen and Wabi-Sabi function
in Lifestyle and Design?

• An understanding of the spirit of
Japanese art and design.

Kristin Surak, excerpt from Making
Tea, Making Japan.
Week 7 / Apr. 10th
In-class experience:

Project 3:

Tea Time

Express your understanding on
the topic of “Meditation” through a
creative spatial project within 24” x
24” base.

Lecture06:
Tea House Design
Lecture07:
The inluence of East Asian
Aesthetics in architecture and Interior
Architecture Design

• A cultural exploration through tea
making in relationship to oneself.
• The innovation and embodiment of
East Asian Aesthetics in Architecture
and Interior Architecture

Readings:
Robert E. Carter, “Landscape
Gardening as Interconnectedness”
and “The Way of Flowers (Ikebana)”
from The Japanese Arts and Self
Cultivation.
Yuriko Saito, “Japanese Gardens: The
Art of Improving Nature,” Chanoyu
Quarterly.

Week 8 / Apr. 17th
Lecture08:

Keep Working on Project 3:

The inluence of East Asian Aesthetics
in Landscape Architecture

How to demonstrate the atmosphere
of meditation? How do you

In-class discussion:

understand the value of meditation
through your expression?

• Ability of distilling idea into an
abstractive format and materialize
it into three-dimensional model.
Comparative skillsets.

Critical analysis and comparative
study of Japanese garden and
Chinese garden.
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THEME IV Synesthesia
IN-CLASS SCHEDULE

ASSIGNMENT

LEARNING

In-class Group Critique:

Readings:

• Model making skill

The concept model of Project3

Ricoeur, Paul. Excerpts from “The
Aporias of the Experience of Time:
Book 11 of Augustine’s Confessions,”
in Time and Narrative, Volume 1,
trans. Kathleen McLaughlin and
David Pellauer (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1983), pp. 5 – 22.

• A learning experience in the
Museum.

Week 9 / Apr. 24th

Video Watching:
Eastern gardening and architecture
Museum Tour:
East Asian Collection-Sackler
Museum at Harvard.

• Critical thinking about spatial design
• Speciic qualities and criteria of the
spatial design practices.
• Inspiration from peer input.

Week 10 / Apr. 24th
Lecture 09:

Project IV: Final Project-Echo

How are art and design described in
ancient literature?

Choose one verb and one noun. Use
the noun as your concept/theme;
use the verb as your design strategy.
Then create a series of spatial models
or a video that represents those two
words.

Video watching:
Documentary on Synesthesia in Asian
Gardening.

• Translation and metaphorical realms
of spatial concepts.
• Spatial design strategies which can
be applied to the inal project and
future works.

Readings:
Zhuang Yue, Performing Poetry-Music
On Confucian’s Garden Dwelling
Week 11 / May 1st
Lecture 10:

Be creative about your spatial design
and material choosing.

Places between spaces. Looking at
transitions and how transitional space
impacts us.
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• Propose several arguments for a
design project of choice.

THEME V Echo
IN-CLASS SCHEDULE

ASSIGNMENT

LEARNING

In-class Working Session

Final Exhibition Idea:

Individual Desk Critique

Come up with an idea of a inal
exhibition

• Having a skill of thinking and
expressing ideas in three-dimension.

Week 12 / May 8th

Jump out of your thinking box and
comfortable zone.
Week 13 / May 15th
In-class Working Session

Putting Up Works in Exhibition Hall

• Iteration, resolution, re-evaluating.

Individual Desk Critique:

Preparation for the exhibition;

Focus on the exhibition idea and inal
project.

The Final critique will be held in the
exhibition hall;

• Group working skills and leadership
ability.

The critique will be focus on both your
work and how you arrange your work
in the large context.
Week 14 / May 22th
Final Presentation
(15min presentation per person)

Final project submission before May
24th

• Accumulative knowledge base of
the tenets of East Asian aesthetics
applied to an individual research topic.

Critique
(5min peer and critic review)
Guest critique will be invited. In
addition to designers these guests
will be asked: Professor Yuriko Saito,
RISD, Professor Jeffry Moser, Brown
University.
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CLASS PROJECT I

PROJECT-RIPPLE: CASE STUDY OF EAST ASIAN AESTHETICS IN SPACE
By researching and analyzing the classic gardening project in Japan and China, one can gain
insight into East Asian aesthetics and how it is applied in space.

TIME:
Two-week group project (Feb.27th—Mar.13th)

GOALS:
• To inspire students’ interest in East Asian aesthetics,
• To gain an over-all comprehension of East Asian aesthetics.
• To generalize the characters of East Asian aesthetics.
• To build up one’s own reservoirs of inspiration by perceptive and analytical case study
• To see and understand historical images of ripples and how they have been applied to design

ACTIVITY:
Each group (3 students) will be assigned a series of classic cases of East Asian Aesthetics.
These cases cover a large area from drawing to calligraphy, from liberal terms to Buddhism
story-KOAN, from industry designs to traditional garden projects. Working with a group, research
avenues will be established and each classmate will put forward a comprehensive analysis in a
well-organized presentation.

OUTCOMES:
• An overall comprehension of East Asian aesthetics 20%
• A critical and detailed analysis of East Asian Aesthetics in space 60%
• A clear and structural group presentation 20%
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ASSESSMENT:
The inal grade will be considered base on the outcomes and working process.
Basic Competency
All minimum requirements are completed. A inished group presentation is shown, and the basic
features of the case are presented to the class for further discussion. A cursory look at the topic
will be presented with no sense of rhetorical dialogue or relection.
Advanced Competency
All requirements are well completed. The group presentation is comprehensive and structural
with analytical diagrams. An over-all understanding of East Asian Aesthetics and spatial design is
relected. The case is presented to the class with clear and thoughtful explanations. Context and
idea-making are examined and presented with dynamic questions about the topic.

REFERENCE
Tōfuku-ji, A modern Japanese garden from 1934, designed by Mirei Shigemori, built on grounds
of a 13th-century Zen temple in Kyoto
Zhuozheng Garden, China, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humble_Administrator%27s_Garden
Jissō-in rock garden in Iwakura, Kyoto , https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_rock_garden
Daisen-in, Kyoto
Suzhou Museum, China
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CLASS PROJECT II

PROJECT-EMPTINESS: CREATIVE SPACIAL EXPRESSION ON TOPIC
By demonstrating the critical concept of EMPTINESS in a 3D way, you will gain broader
comprehension on the philosophy in Chinese aesthetics and apply it through your own
disciplinary method.

TIME:
Two-week individual project (Mar.20th ---Apr. 3rd)

GOALS:
• To generalize the characters of the topic EMPITINESS in East Asian aesthetics.
• To acquire a skill of thinking and expressing ideas in three dimension.
• To advance the ability of researching, reading and thinking critically
• To give an access to an interdisciplinary application of the concept in East Asian aesthetics ield
through personal works.
• To convey and develop the initial idea through physical model
• To embedded East Asian Aesthetics into design practice.
• To relect and self-assess the learning outcomes of previous class

ACTIVITY:
Take advantage of the knowledge you learn from the former class and relect on the topic
EMPTINESS in East Asian Aesthetics. According to your own understanding, demonstrate this
concept through a 3D project within a 12’’ x 12’’ base. The material is not limited.
Think about what you know about emptiness and what kind of quality of emptiness you want to
present. Be intentional about how you choose to demonstrate it.
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OUTCOMES:
• An intentional and creative 3D project related to the topic EMPTINESS (Ability of transferring
personal concept and understanding into a distilled abstract concept work) 60%
• A deep comprehension of the topic-EMPITINESS in East Asian Aesthetics 25%
• A clear and structural presentation 15%

ASSESSMENT:
The inal grade will be considered base on the outcomes and working process.
Basic Competency
All minimum requirements are completed. A inished model is shown, and the concept is
presented to the class during critique for further discussion.
Advanced Competency
All requirements are well completed. The concept is successfully distilled and expressed during
desk critique and presentation. There is a consistent logic and structure of idea through the
learning and making process. A good understanding of East Asian Aesthetics and spatial design
is relected and well embedded into the concept model. Different strategies are creatively used in
the process. The project is presented to the class with clear and thoughtful explanations.

REFERENCE
• Tōfuku-ji, A modern Japanese garden from 1934, designed by Mirei Shigemori, built on grounds
of a 13th-century Zen temple in Kyoto
• Zhuozheng Garden, China
• Jissō-in rock garden in Iwakura (Kyoto)
• Daisen-in, Kyoto
• Suzhou Museum, China
• From the things themselves,
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CLASS PROJECT III

PROJECT-MEDITATION: DISTILLATION OF THINKING IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE
By demonstrating the critical concept of Zen and Wabi-Sabi in a 3D way, each will gain broader
comprehension on philosophy of Zen and Wabi-Sabi in Japanese Aesthetics and apply it through
one’s own disciplinary method.

TIME:
Two-week individual project (April 24th—May 22th)

GOALS:
• To think critically and abstractly about the spatial quality
• To generalize the characters of the topic Zen and Wabi-Sabi in East Asian aesthetics.
• To advance the ability of researching, reading and thinking critically
• To convey your idea through three-dimensional physical works
• To embed East Asian aesthetics into spatial design
• To relect and self assess the learning outcomes of previous class
• To give and access to an interdisciplinary application of the concept in East Asian aesthetic ield
through personal works.

ACTIVITY:
Build a concept model individually to show your own understanding of the spatial quality of one
of the cases in the list. Choose two aspects/elements that you want to focus on. Distill your
understanding of the case into an abstract 3D project. (An abstract concept model means you do
not show the space or the element of your space directly though physical material, instead, using
space to show the feeling, force, or relationships within, and materialize it into a physical piece.)
Take advantage of the knowledge you learn from the former class about East Asian aesthetics
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and spatial design. Build the model on a 24’’ x 24’’ base. The material is not limited.
Think about the scale of your work and the application of your spatial design.

• Tōfuku-ji, A modern Japanese garden, Kyoto
• Zhuozheng Garden, China
• Jissō-in rock garden in Iwakura (Kyoto)
• Daisen-in, Kyoto
• Suzhou Museum, China

OUTCOMES:
• Ability of transferring personal concept and understanding into a distilled abstract work 20%
• Work completion within a limited time and space 10%
• A relection of the understanding of East Asian aesthetics

20%

• A strong embedding of East Asian aesthetics into spatial design 20%
• A clear conveyance of the concept and idea 20%
• Open a context for group discussion on ideas about quality of space 10%

ASSESSMENT:
The inal grade will be considered base on the outcomes and working process.
Basic Competency
All minimum requirements are completed. A inished model is shown, and the concept is
presented to the class during critique for further discussion.
Advanced Competency
All requirements are well completed. The concept is successfully distilled and expressed during
desk critique and presentation. There is a consistent logic and structure of idea through the
learning and making process. A good understanding of East Asian Aesthetics and spatial design
is relected and well embedded into the concept model. Different strategies are creatively used in
the process. The project is presented to the class with clear and thoughtful explanations.
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CLASS PROJECT IV

FINAL PROJECT-ECHO: REFLECTION AND EXTENSION
By applying the East Asian aesthetics through your own disciplinary method into the inal project
to relect the learning process and content of this course, and embed what you learn into part of
your thinking pattern.

TIME:
Four-week individual project and group exhibition (April 10th—April 24th)

GOALS:
• To think critically about the three-dimensional design
• To comprehend the knowledge of East Asian Aesthetics
• To advance the ability of researching, reading and thinking critically
• To convey your idea through three-dimensional physical works
• To embedded East Asian Aesthetics into spatial design
• To enhance the collaborative group working skills
• To achieve the skill of thinking and arranging personal work into a larger context
• To relect and self assess the learning outcomes of previous class
• To give and access to an interdisciplinary application of the concept in east aesthetic ield
through personal works

ACTIVITY:
Step 1:
Choose one verb and one noun. Use the noun as your concept/theme; use the verb as your
design strategy. Relect on the knowledge we have learned so far. How will you demonstrate the
essence of these words?
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Step 2:
Create a series of three-dimensional works that represent those two words. Embed your
knowledge of East Asian Aesthetics and the understanding of the spirits and philosophies in
Chinese and Japanese spatial designs into the inal piece. The material, media and scale are not
limited.

Step 3:
Prepare for the exhibition. The class will be divided into 4 groups.
Work in groups and think about the arrangement and layout of the exhibition, and the relationship
between your work and the large context. The Final critique will be held in the exhibition hall.
The critique will be focus on both your work and how you arrange your work in the large context.

OUTCOMES:
• A relection of the understanding of East Asian aesthetics
• A strong embedding of East Asian aesthetics into three-dimensional design
• A clear conveyance of the concept and idea
• Open a context for group discussion and provide possibilities for further self-exploration
• A skill of collaborative working and leadership; thinking and arranging personal work into a larger
context

ASSESSMENT:
The inal grade will be considered base on the outcomes and working process.
Basic Competency
All minimum requirements are completed. A inished model is shown, and the concept is
presented to the class during critique for further discussion.

Advanced Competency
All requirements are well completed. The concept is successfully distilled and expressed during
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desk critique and presentation. There is a consistent logic and structure of idea through the
learning and making process. A good understanding of East Asian Aesthetics and spatial design
is relected and well embedded into the concept model. Different strategies are creatively used in
the process. The project is presented to the class with clear and thoughtful explanations.
• Idea and concept expression 30%
• Knowledge embedment
• Working in context 20%
• Potential feasibility 10%
• Completion 10%
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30%

MIDTERM FEEDBACK FORM

Course:
EAST ASIAN AESTHETICS IN SPACE—Mainly Focus On Japanese And
Chinese Aesthetics
Instructor: Chenge Gao

Your Name:

(Optional)

Your Major:

(Optional)

Aims for this course:
• To develop a fundamental knowledge of the principles of East Asian aesthetics
• To advance the skill of thinking and expressing ideas in three dimensions.
• To share and communicate ideas peer to peer.
• To advance abilities in researching, reading and thinking critically
• To enhance the ability of outputting personal opinion in oral, textual and physical formats.
• To provide an opportunity of learning culture by experiencing it.
• To give and access the knowledge of East Asian aesthetics interdisciplinarally into personal
works.

The intention of this form is for students to relect upon their progress and obstacles in achieving
course goals. Your instructors will adapt and make adjustments to the course for the following
weeks before the end of the semester for a more effective learning experience.
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Please respond to the following statement by rating 1 to 5:
(1=Lowest/Disagree, 5=Highest/ Agree)

This course is structured in logic and paced properly.
1 2 3 4 5
The readings are helpful, supportive for the content of the course, and/or interesting to me.
1 2 3 4 5
The technique and information I get from this course can beneit my own discipline.
1 2 3 4 5
I am encouraged to participate and feel involved in the East Asian culture and the class.
1 2 3 4 5
I feel more conident in group work, self-expression and critical thinking.
1 2 3 4 5

What aspects of this course and the instructor’s teaching are particularly helpful for your learning?

What would you like to change and improve for the rest of the weeks?

So far, have you found this course challenged you and beneitted to your own discipline? Why or
Why not?

Additional Comments: (About the Lectures, Reading, Assignments, Critiques, etc.)
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GRADING RUBRIC

For Project 1, 2, 3 (CASE STUDY, PROJECT-EMPTINESS, PROJECT-MEDITATION)
Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

Unacceptable

Understanding of the content

5

4

3

2

1

Self-inquiry and exploration

5

4

3

2

1

Quality and fulillment

5

4

3

2

1

Expression and creativity

5

4

3

2

1

Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

Understanding of the content

5

4

3

2

1

Self-inquiry and exploration

5

4

3

2

1

Quality and fulillment

5

4

3

2

1

Expression and creativity

5

4

3

2

1

Engagement and contribution

5

4

3

2

1

Relective and relevance

5

4

3

2

1

For Project 4 (PROJECT-ECHO)
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Unacceptable

For Participation and General Performance:

Fulill criteria

Creativity

Relevance

Initiative

Proiciency &
quality

0
0
0
Obvious or

0

inappropriate

No relevance

Does not meet
problem criteria
solution

Not committed.

0

Did the work as a

Sloppy; Poor

means of fulilling

presentation

an assignment

1
1
1

1

Show clear

Engagement is

relevance

evident. Even if

between project

struggle is the

and class content

result

Show invention

Meet all criteria

and a stretch

for outlined

of traditional

problem

Average level
1

of performance.
Show struggle,
but attempt to

thought

understand the

applications

content and
media

2
2

2

Exceeds criteria

Think critically;

for outlined

Highly inventive

problem

and surprising

2
2

Tightly attach
Inspired; great
to the course

Excellent
performance.

commitment of
content and own

Competent use
time and effort

discipline

of media.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA
Each project, the general performance and participation will be graded based on the standards
above. It will be considered during group exercise, group discussions, presentations and
critiques.

There are 100 points in total, and the grade will be categorized regarding the points a student
gets.

A - 90 and above:
A good understanding of East Asian aesthetics and spatial design is relected and well embedded
into the each project and own discipline. Has a skill of thinking and is expressing ideas clearly
and critically. Being able to present the concept in an interesting and comprehensive method.
Actively engaged and brings a positive contribution to the class.

B - 75-89:
Good understanding of the design practice, being able to deliver assignment on time, and
develop the concept with inquiry. Good attitude to engage into the class project and have an
overall understanding of East Asian aesthetics and space. Being able to present and explain
ideas clearly.

C - 60-74:
Fair quality of outcome, poor engagement in class, fails to participate actively, limited
engagement with the class and group works.

F - Below 60:
No outcomes, poor participation, and absence for more than 3 times.
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RISD Fleet114
Library Corridor, Photography courtesy of Chenge Gao.
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